
A Spirited Conversation.  
The University of Lethbridge is proud to 
present the PUBlic Professor Series, a monthly, 
thought-provoking lecture series that brings a 
range of experts and researchers from across 
the arts and sciences to the community for a 
spirited conversation.

Join University of Lethbridge philosophy professor, Dr. Katharina Stevens, as she explores

Arguing Without Being Cruel: What Morality Has to Say About 
How We Should Give Reasons.
Even without resorting to fighting or dirty tricks, we can derail an argument. Worse: Even while trying to be reasonable, we can argue in a way that 
humiliates our partner or causes them harm. Of course, that is not what we want. And the best way of avoiding it is knowing why it happens. This talk is 
supposed to help with that.

**All who register & attend this talk will be entered into a draw to win a $100 gift card to the Italian Table, our long time partner in the delivery of this 
series. Must be in attendance to win.**

September 23, 2021 | 7 p.m. 
This talk will be hosted ONLINE and LIVE. Free. Everyone welcome.

REGISTER at pps-stevens.eventbrite.ca
Registration is required to access secure login information.

Learn more about the PUBlic Professor Series, visit: 
ulethbridge.ca/artsci/publicprofessor
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